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Abstract: Due to increasing complexity and competitiveness, automated production systems make, nowadays, higher demands on
powerful techniques used to guarantee the requirements of performance and safety. Modeling production systems according to their
operating modes allows obtaining a simplified view of these systems. The main difficulty is thus to insure mode changing while
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tools. In this paper, we extend our modeling approach of mode handling by introducing adequate verification methods so that the
design process will be carried correctly. The Model of Component (MoC) and the Model of Function (MoF) are the basic models of our
modeling approach. Thus, we formalize some properties of the MoC and the MoF and we present the corresponding verification
methods. We illustrate these methods through an application example. A computer aided tool for specification and verification is
developed to illustrate our approach.
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1. Introduction
For the requirements of the Automated Production Systems (APS) control functions, it is necessary to
know all operating modes and states of a system and its subsystems and also their changing conditions.
However, due to increasing complexity of APS, some problems appear during state or mode changing if
safety constraints are not taken into account in the specification/modeling stages.
Dependable modeling methods must be developed to deal with an increasing complexity and safety
requirements. Several approaches are proposed in the literature [9][13]. These approaches focus on
modeling, without dealing with the verification of the proposed models. However, these models should be
verified at the early stages of the design process. A greater interest is allocated in our research team to
verification methods, which guarantee that the developing models of APS respects some properties. That is
why in this work we extend our modeling approach of mode handling [8][12] by developing formal
verification tools so that the design process will be performed correctly.
We proposed in [8] a modeling method of the behavior of production systems from the point of view of
their modes. The system is modeled using a Functional Graph (FG) of Exploitation obtained according to
an analysis approach based on production goals. We should determine the main goals for which the system
was designed and the sub goals that allow to reach them; each one of the sub goals can be decomposed in
the same manner until obtaining the initial goals. These are the leaves of the graph; they are related to the
resources which perform the initial goals. The behavior of the resources and the functions is specified in
order to know constantly their states. For each function or resource, several concurrent families of modes
are determined according to a multipoint of view method. The obtained models representing the behavior of
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the resources and the functions are respectively called Model of Component (MoC) and Model of Function
(MoF). They are the basic models of this design approach.
As explained above, adequate verification methods should be developed for our modeling method. In this
paper we introduce some properties of the MoC and the MoF and the corresponding verification methods
using graph theory.
In the following section we present the main characteristics of our modeling approach for mode handling
and the design process of the APS behavioral model. We extend this process by integrating appropriate
verification methods. Section 3 presents some properties of the MoC and the MoF and the corresponding
verification methods. In section 4, we illustrate our propositions through an application example. Finally, in
section 5, we discuss some future prospects.

2. A Modeling Approach for Mode Handling
The modeling methods and the specification formalisms which characterize the existing approaches are
compared in [13]. The main conclusions of this comparative study show that a functional modeling
approach [17] is very convenient for mode handling. Indeed, functional approaches [6][7][16] are well
suited for efficient reconfiguration procedures instead of structural approaches [4][15]. In structural
approaches, the decomposition is based on structural relationships between the resources of the system.
Reconfiguration actions are taken on the resources, the workstations and the cells. Functional approaches
are concerned with the services delivered by the system rather than the resources. The decomposition is
based on functional relationships between subsystems. Such relationships enable the implementation of
automated reconfiguration procedures. Our modeling method [8] is based on a functional decomposition.
The specification of the functional subsystems and their behavior is presented in the following.
According to [8], our modeling method of an APS for mode handling is carried out in two steps as shown
in Fig. 1:
1) Building the hierarchical structure of the behavioral model starting from the structure of the FG [18]
and the production goals;
2) Specification of the behavior of the subsystems: the behavior of each function and each component
identified in the previous step is specified.
Production goals

Functionnal
decomposition
DFM

Machining
resources

Initial functions
implementation
BIFM

Transport
resources

Selection
of transport resources
Functionnal Graph
of Exploitation

Families of modes, modes

Families of modes, modes
Configurations, versions

Behavior
of the resouces

Behavior
of the functions

MoF

MoC

Integration
mode handling
model

Figure1. The design process of mode handling model.
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Before describing these two steps in the following paragraphs, we remind that the FG [18] is a directed
graph whose nodes represent the functions and the edges represent the functional dependencies. The FG
represents the causality of the system through functions. Thus, the FG is used for failure diagnosis within
the monitoring function of our control system [18].
Two intermediary models are used to build the FG: the Design Functional Model (DFM) and the Basic
Implementation Functional Model (BIFM). Based on the information provided in the functional
requirements, the DFM represents the main functions of the system. The designer defines then some levels
of intermediate functions before the identification of initial functions. The determination of the BIFM
consists in specifying the initial functions taking into account the selected resources. The initial functions
of the DFM are implemented by the operations which are performed by the resources. The FG is obtained
starting from the BIFM when the complete selection of machining and transport resources is established.
These stages of building the FG are used in [8] to determine the hierarchical structure of the model
dedicated to mode handling. In the functional decomposition (see Fig. 1), the production goals are taken
into account for the determination of the functions. These goals are obtained from the control models [10].
In the following we present the process of obtaining the model dedicated to mode handling.

2.1 Building the hierarchical structure
The modeling method proposed in [8] is a top-down approach based on production goals. The proposed
model consists in defining and characterizing the system from a functional point of view (according to its
goals). The main goals correspond to the goals for which the system was designed. It is necessary also to
characterize the sub goals. Each one of the sub goals can also be decomposed (Fig. 2).
Model of Function
Main Function
(Goal)

Intermediate Function
(Goal)

Initial Function
(Goal)
initi
l

Availability

possibilities

State

Intermediate Function
int (Goal)
médi i

Initial Function
(Goal)

Initial Function
(Goal)

Basic
Component

Basic
Component

Initial Function
(Goal)

Model of Component

Basic
Component

Production
Family

Maintenance
Family

Figure 2. The model dedicated to mode handling [8].
The arrows represented on Fig. 2 between each intermediate level represent the existing causality links
among the various levels. The source of each arrow corresponds to an element necessary to obtain that of
the higher level. The states of initial goals (at the lower level) depend on the elementary components which
are necessary to achieve them. It is then necessary to determine the state of each elementary component in
order to determine the state of the initial goals.
Each goal (or function) is then like a system or an autonomous subsystem corresponding to a given
abstraction level. The characterization of this level allows determining the state of the systems or the
subsystems of higher and lower level. Each level is associated with a MoF (Fig. 2) and each elementary
component is represented by a MoC.

2.2 Specification of the behavior of the subsystems
Each function and each elementary component is respectively associated with a MoF and a MoC. The
behavior represented by these models is characterized by a set of concurrent state-transition graphs (the set
is called a family of modes and the graphs are called modes [8]). Each state of a graph characterizes the
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production system or a subsystem at a given moment. The transitions allow changing a state to another.
These various modes represent the states of the same component; there are consequently relations between
them. These relations (also called constraints) can lead to incoherent situations. To avoid such situations, it
is necessary to know the incompatible states. The incompatibilities and constraints are taken into account in
the design process by the addition of some specifications (called mechanisms) to respect them.
1) Specification of the modes: This specification process is based on the point of view concept, which
allows characterizing a resource according to the observer’s criteria (Fig. 3). For example from the
exploitation point of view, the system is characterized according to two points of view: production and
maintenance. These points of view can be characterized by other points of view. Inspired from the
GEMMA 1 [1], the method determines a set of families of modes and generic modes representing the
behavior of a production system [8].

State_A1
Mode_A / point
of view A
State_An
Family of mode_C /
point of view C
State_B1
State_i

Inactive state

State_i

active state

Mode_B / point
of view B
State_Bn

Figure 3. Partition of the states according to the point of view approach [8].
2) Specification of the Models of Component: The specification of the MoC (Fig. 4) follows three steps:
1st step- Specification of the static part: This step consists in listing the states that can take the system. The
modes which characterize an elementary component are the same ones as those which characterize a
production system.
2nd step- Specification of the dynamic part: This step consists in determining at first the initial states of the
model then the change-of-state conditions. A matrix form called Matrix of the Change-of-state Conditions
(MCC) is used to represent all the possibilities within a mode.
3rd step- Study of the coherence of the modes: This study begins with the development of the Matrix of
Coherence of the Modes (MCM) (also called Matrix of Compatibility) which characterizes the
incompatibilities of the states. When two states are incompatible their simultaneous activation is not
possible and this should be taken into account in the specifications. We distinguish forbidden states and
transient states. The forbidden states correspond to situations that should not occur. So any switching to
these states must be forbidden. The transient states are states from which we can only go through without
staying (the switching is considered as instantaneous). The activation of such states causes then a switching
to compatible states. In order to guarantee the coherence of the MoC, a specification solution called
mechanism is proposed for each case (see subsection 3.2.2). Then it is necessary to report the specifications
resulting from the mechanisms on the final MoC.
Following the previous steps, the final MoC is obtained. The example represented in Fig. 4 shows two
families of modes: production and maintenance. The family of production modes includes:
- Shutdown mode (PS): turned off (PS-to), initial (PS-i);
- Working mode (PW): automatic (PW-a);
- Functioning mode (PF): normal (PF-n), degraded (PF-d);

1
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GEMMA (the French acronym of Guide d’Etude des Modes de Marches et d’Arrêts) is a method of operating modes specification.
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- Production mode (PP): preparation (PP-p), effective (PP-e).
A meaningless state is represented in each mode.
The Model of Component
Component/Production
Shutdown
PS-m

Functionning

Working

@Component/
Maintenance

PP-m

PF-m

PW-m

Production


PS-to



PS-i

PF-n

PW-a

PP-p

PP-e

PF-d

Figure 4. Example of a Model of Component [8].
3) Specification of the Models of Function: A function is characterized by its availability, its using context
(the configurations and their versions) and the states (behavior) of the corresponding subsystem according
to its modes. The states of the subsystem are obtained in the same manner as for the MoC. Fig. 5 shows an
example of a MoF.
The Model of Function
Conf. 1
Available

V11

Conf. 2
V12

V21
@Exploitation

V13

Unavailable

V_Out1
C_Out

V_Out2

S

Figure 5. Example of a Model of Function [8].
For clarity reasons, the change-of-state conditions are not represented in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5.
4) Integration rules: Some rules are defined in order to handle the interactions between the models
designed in the previous stages. These rules depend on the kind of the relationships that characterize the
functional modeling (necessity, alternative), the considered point of view (production, maintenance) and
the current context (configuration and version) [8].

3. From Specification to Verification
The specification of the behavior of the resources and the functional subsystems is carried out using the
MoC and the MoF. The following concepts are used to represent both the MoC and the MoF [8]:
-

The static part: families of modes, modes, states (meaning state, meaningless state);

-

The dynamic part: initial state, change-of-state conditions, events;

-

Mode coherence: incompatibility, switch and forbidden mechanisms.

We use the mathematical model of state-transition graphs to formalize the MoC (resp. the MoF). The
specification and the corresponding verification process are presented in the following.

3.1 Specification of the modes using state-transition graphs
As shown the MoC (resp. MoF) represent the behavior of an elementary component (resp. a functional
subsystem) from the point of view of its modes. The specified modes can be represented using directed
state-transition graphs (Fig. 6). The states correspond to the tops of the graph and the transitions correspond
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to the edges. Each transition is labeled and the label corresponds to change-of-state condition.
Therefore, handling the modes and consequently the states of an entity is carried out using labeled
transition systems, each one represents a mode.
State_A1
State_Ai

Mode_A / point
of view A
State_An
Family of mode_C /
point of view C
State_B1
State_An

State_An

Inactive state
Actif state

Mode_B / point
of view B

State_Bi
State_Bn

Figure 6. Specification of the modes using state-transition graphs.
Definition 1. The states of an entity (or a system) in a mode are represented by a directed state-transition
graph. Each top of the graph represents a state in a mode and the label corresponds to the change-of-state
condition.
The formal definition of a labeled state-transition system is given below [3].
Definition 2. A labeled state-transition system on an alphabet A is a quintuplet [S, T, , , c] where:
-

[S, T, , , c] is a directed graph,

-

S is a set of states (instead of nodes),

-

T is a set of transitions (instead of edges),

-

 and  are two applications of T in S that to each edge, associate its origin (t) and its goal  (t).

-

c is an application of T in A: c(t) is called the label of the transition t.

In our model, the alphabet A corresponds to the combinations of events that cause mode changing of an entity.
The change-of-state conditions in a mode are listed in a Boolean matrix known as incidence matrix of the
graph [11]. There are as many matrices as modes taken into account.
The definition given below presents some concepts related to graph theory [2][11]. We need these concepts
later.
Definition 3. We call incidence matrix of a graph G = [S, T, , , c] the matrix W(G) such as:
W (G) = wij with
wij = 1 if (i, j) ∈T
wij = 0 otherwise

{

(i, j)  T corresponds to the directed transition (of top i towards the top j).
For verification, we use the calculations below related to the incidence matrix:
-

The out-degree of top i, noted d+ (i) is the arithmetic sum of the edges number outgoing of top i.

-

The in-degree of top i, noted d- (i) is the arithmetic sum of the edges number entering the top i.

-

A graph transitive closure is represented using the matrix:
Ŵ (G) = W[0] + W[1] + W[2] + … + W[k] …, where
W[0] = I (Boolean matrix unit)
W[1] = W

{

With k > n-1 (n is the order of the incidence matrix W). In practice, we stop as soon as: W[k+1] = W[k].
We use a practical calculation of transitive closure with the Boolean theorem of the binominal [2], which
32
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is written as follows: [I + W] [k] = I + W + W [2] + … + W[k]
The terms to be calculated are:
P +1

P

[I + W] [2], [I + W] [4]… until: [I+ W]2 = [I+ W]2
- Some properties need to use change-of-state conditions in the incidence matrix (Table 1). In this case,
we will have:
wij =

{

cij si (i , j) ∈
T

(i, j)  T corresponds to the directed transition (of top i towards the top j).
Table 1. The matrix of change-of-state conditions
States

e1

ej

en

e1
ei

0 or cei,ej

en
The constraints between the modes belonging to the same family are represented using a matrix form as
shown in the following.
Table 2. Matrix of Coherence of the Modes
Modes

S

W

F

P

S

States
PS-m
PS-to
PS-i
PS-d
PW-m
PW-a
PF-m
PF-n
PF-d
PF-o
PP-m
PP-p
PP-e

PS-m
1

PS-to
0
1

W
PS-i
0
0
1

PS-d
0
0
0
1

PW-m
0
1
1
0
1

F
PW-a
1
0
0
1
0
1

PF-m
0
1
1
0
1
1
1

P
PF-n
1
0
0
1
0
1
0
1

PF-d
1
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
1

PF-o
1
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
1

PP-m
0
1
1
0
1
1
1
0
0
0
1

PP-p
1
0
0
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
0
1

PP-e
1
0
0
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
0
0
1

Definition 4. The constraints are taken into account through compatibility relations between states. They
m , m 
are specified in the MCM [8] in which the lines and the columns represent the states. MCM eiki , e jlj 

represents the compatibility of the states e ik and e jl (with e ik  m i , e jl  m j ). This matrix (Table 2) is
built as follows :
m

,m



m

,m



MCM e iki , e jlj  1 if the states e ik and e jl are compatible,

MCM eiki , e jlj  0 if not.
For example, the states PS-m and PW-a belonging respectively to PS and PW modes, are compatible
whereas the states PS-m and PF-m belonging respectively to PS and PF modes are incompatible.

3.2 Properties and verification
The specification of the behavior of a MoC or a MoF is based on the ‘point of view’ concept [8]. Thus, the
identified families of modes and modes for an entity depend on the considered points of view. A top-down
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specification is used. We start with the identification of the families of modes, the modes and the states. The
verification is a bottom-up process as explained in the following.
The state-transition graphs representing the modes belonging to the same family (definition 1) are
constrained. Thus, the expression of properties and their verifications are carried out in three steps.
1) We consider first the state-transition graphs that represent each mode belonging to the same family:
some properties being verified are introduced and the corresponding verification methods are
presented. This stage concerns the state-transition graphs specified for each mode and taken
independently from each other.
2) After considering the modes separately, we introduce in a second stage the properties related to the
modes belonging to the same family.
3) A MoC (resp. a MoF) is characterized by a set of families of modes. It is assumed that the families of
modes are not constrained so we introduce the properties related to these models.
1) The modes: In this stage, we verify the structural properties of the state-transition graph representing a
mode. The verification of these properties uses mainly the incidence matrix of the graph defined above
(definition 3). Some properties will be presented in the following.
Property 1. Deadlock-freeness

Every state within a mode must be deadlock-free.

 Verification: We have to verify that whatever the top i of the graph, its out-degree d+(i) is not null.
∀ G  [ S , T ,  ,  , c ], ∀ i ∈ S , d  ( i ) ≠ 0


In the incidence matrix, for a given top, the corresponding line should not contain only zeros. So there
is at least an edge whose initial extremity is the top i.

ei

Figure 7. Deadlock-free state ei.
Property 2.1. Reachability

Every state within a mode must be reachable.
 Verification: We have to verify that whatever the top i of the graph, its in-degree d- (i) is not null.

∀G  [S , T ,  ,  , c ], ∀i ∈S , d  ( i )  0


In the incidence matrix, for a given top, the corresponding column should not contain only zeros. So
there is at least an edge whose final extremity is the top i.

ei

Figure 8. Reachable state ei.
Property 2.2. Mutual reachability

Every state within a mode must be reachable starting from any other state in the same mode.
 Verification: We have to verify that the graph is strongly connected by calculating its transitive closure.
∀G  [ S , T ,  ,  , c ], if there is a path between any pair of distinct tops of G, the graph is strongly related.
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 All the elements of the transitive closure matrix of a strongly connected graph are equal to 1.
Note: the previous property is not mandatory in all design cases [12].
Property 3. Determinism

Every mode must be deterministic.

 Verification: We have to verify that for any top i of which the degree is strictly higher than 1, the labels
(the logical expressions) of the transitions cannot be simultaneously true. It is supposed here that two
uncorrelated events cannot be simultaneous.
For verification, we use change-of-state conditions according to the incidence matrix (definition 3).
 In this matrix, for the transitions whose top is i, the change-of-state conditions should not be
simultaneously true.
2) The families of modes: The structural properties listed above have to be checked for each mode. The
incompatibilities of the modes belonging to the same family are taken into account within the specification
of the state-transition graphs (the change-of-state conditions). We consider the modes within their family
and we propose the corresponding properties. At first we introduce the following definition.
Definition 5. At a given moment, the states, which do not belong to the same mode, are simultaneously
active in a family of modes.

This is guaranteed by the principles of modeling: the concurrency of the modes belonging to the same
family and the presence of an initial state for each mode.
The following property adds a condition on this definition.
Property 4. Compatibility

Each state should be simultaneously active at least with another state of each one of the other modes in the
same family.

 Verification: We have to verify that any state of any mode is compatible with at least one state of the
other modes of the same family.
 eki  mk ,  l,  j such as elj  Ml (k  l) is compatible with eki where eki and elj are two states of two distinct
modes mk and ml (k  l) respectively and belonging to the same family.
 In the MCM, for two distinct modes, the line corresponding to each top i should not contain only
zeros.

Now we consider the constraints that exist between the states of the modes belonging to the same family in
the MoC (resp. the MoF). The constraints are represented by the incompatibilities, which are taken into
account in the specification stage. The incompatibilities are provided by the designer and specified in the
MCM (definition 4). Thus, we need the list of incompatible states as well as the kind of the mechanisms
used to specify the incompatibilities (forbidden and switch mechanisms).
Given two incompatible states A1 and B1; when using the mechanisms, three solutions can be used to forbid
the simultaneous activation of these two states [8]:
1) When the forbidden mechanism is used, the addition of constraints ‘and not A1’ and ‘and not B1’ do not
enable switching to A1 (respectively to B1) if the state B1 (respectively A1) is already active (Fig. 9).
2) When the switching mechanism is used, if the state B1 (respectively A1) is active, the condition a21
(respectively b21) which allows the activation of the state A1 (respectively B1) provokes a
change-of-state to B2 (respectively A2) thanks to ‘/i2’ (respectively ‘/i1’) (Fig. 10).
3) The forbidden and switching mechanisms are used, which is a combination of the two previous cases
(Fig. 11).
Let us note here that the choice of these three solutions is the task of the designer.
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a21 and not B1

A1

A2

a12
b12

B1

B2
b21 and not A1

Figure 9. The forbidden mechanism [8].

a12 or i1

A1

a21 /i2

A2

b12 or i2

B1

B2
b21 /i1

Figure 10. The switch mechanism [8].
a21 and not B1

A1

A2
a12 or i
b12

B2

B1
b21/i

Figure 11. The forbidden and switch mechanisms [8].

These solutions are illustrated on the example of two constrained modes. The method implementing these
partial specifications on the set of concurrent modes of the same family is detailed in [8]. It is based on the
asynchronous product of the graphs representing the modes (inspired from [5]). Then it is necessary to use
forbidden or switch mechanisms for all the transitions entering the incompatible composed states. After
dissociation, new change-of-state conditions are obtained.
The properties being verified on the MoC (resp. le MoF) depend on the kind of the mechanism, more
precisely on the change-of-state conditions. Thus, for each state of each incompatible states pair, a
forbidden or a switching solution is implemented.
The following properties concern these two kinds of mechanisms. To this aim, we look at the
change-of-state conditions of the transitions entering at and/or outgoing of these states according to the
mechanism. The properties correspond to the specifications of Fig. 11. We chose this case because it is
specified with both solutions.
Property 5. Reachability - forbidden mechanism

When the forbidden mechanism is used, if one of the states is active the other state remains unreachable
(and reciprocally if the forbidden solution is used in the two directions).
Implementation: A1 and B1 are two incompatible states, the designer chooses to forbid the activation of A1
when B1 is already active (a forbidden mechanism). Thus, if B1 is active, the activation condition of A1 ‘a21
and not B1’ is invalid. If the forbidden solution is used for the two cases (Fig. 9), we will see that the
activation conditions of A1 and B1 respectively ‘a21 and not B1’ and ‘b21 and not A1’ are never valid
simultaneously (a21 and b21 are uncorrelated so never simultaneously true).
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 Verification: We have to verify that for any forbidden states pair, if one state is active, the
change-of-state conditions associated with the entering transitions of the other state are invalid
(and reciprocally).
 In the incidence matrix, if one of the two forbidden states is active, the column corresponding to the
other state should include only transitions that are invalid (and reciprocally if the forbidden mechanism is
used in the two directions).
Property 6. Reachability-switching mechanism

When the switching mechanism is used, if one of the states is active, the activation of the other state
provokes instantaneously a switching of the first state to a compatible state (and reciprocally if switching is
caused in the two directions).
Implementation: For the incompatible states A1 and B1, the designer chooses a switching mechanism:
when A1 is active, the activation of B1 is allowed but it provokes instantaneously switching A1 to a
compatible state with B1, which is A2. Thus, if the activation condition of B1 ‘b21 / i’ is true, the one which
allows the change-of-state of A1 (i.e. ‘a12 or i’) is also true. A1 and B1 are called transient states.

 Verification: We have to verify that at least one of the outgoing change-of-state conditions from the
supposed active state becomes instantaneously valid at the moment of the activation of the other state.
 In the incidence matrix, if one of the two transient states is active, the column corresponding to the
other state must include a transition, which instantaneously provokes the switching of the state presumed
active. The line corresponding to this last state contains a transition, which instantaneously becomes valid
and switches the state to a new compatible one.
3) The MoC (resp. the MoF): According to the point of view concept, a MoC (resp. MoF) is characterized
by a set of families of modes. We assume that there is no constraint between those families. Thus the
integration of the families of modes in the MoC (resp. the MoF) does not require the addition of particular
specifications. As a result the properties verified on the families of modes are unchanged.
Remark. In the same manner, the proposed analysis and verification process can be applied to the
specifications related to the alternatives and availability parts of the MoF. Indeed, the properties related to
the graphs representing the modes (subsection 3.2.1) remain valid for the graphs representing the
alternatives and the availability.

We summarize in the following paragraph the verification process of the MoC (resp. the MoF). These models
fulfilling some properties can then be integrated for the design of the mode handler (cf. subsection 2.2.4).

3.3 The analysis and verification process
Fig. 12 summarizes the process detailed in the previous paragraph. Thus, upwards we start with
representing each mode determined in the specification stage. The constrained modes are then organized in
families of modes. The constraints are taken into account through the incompatibilities between states listed
in the MCM. The families of modes are then integrated to obtain the MoC (resp. MoF).
At this stage, we should verify that the graphs representing the modes are correctly specified (i.e. properties
of the modes). Then it is necessary to check the coherence of each family of modes (i.e. properties related to
the coherence of the families of modes).
If one of the properties related to the modes or the families of modes is not verified it is necessary to
reconsider the method of implementing the incompatibilities or the earlier steps i.e. the structural and
functional decomposition of the APS and the determination of the modes.
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Change-of-state
conditions (MCC)

The states

The modes

Constraints
(MCM)

Integration

The families of modes

Integration

P1, P21, P22, P3

MoC & MoF

P4, P5, P6

Verification
Specifications

no

OK ?
yes

MoC & MoF

Figure 12. Modeling and verification of the MoC and the MoF

Table 3. The properties of the MoC (resp. of MoF)
Properties

Modes

Families
of modes

Designation

Correspondence with the properties of state-transition graphs

P1
P21
P22
P3

deadlock freeness
reachability
mutual reachability
determinism

P4

compatibility

P5

Reachability-forbidden
mechanism
Reachability-switching
mechanism

the out-degree d+(i) of each top i of the graph is not null
the in-degree d- (i) of each top i of the graph is not null
the graph is strongly connected
for each top of the graph which has more than one outgoing edge, the labels
of the transitions cannot be simultaneously true
in the MCM, for two distinct modes, the line corresponding to each top i
should not contain only zeros
if one of the states is active, the other state is unreachable

P6

if one of the states is active, it should be switched from the moment of the
activation of the other state

The obtained MoC (resp. MoF) respect the required properties and can be re-used for the design of the
mode handler. This verification process allows an early correction of specification errors; otherwise they
lead to a considerable cost of correction of the final model.
Table 3 presents the proposed properties. We give their significance and the corresponding mathematical
properties of state-transition graphs.
Building a MoC (resp. a MoF) using our modeling method seems not trivial. We need to define many
state-transition graphs and the obtained model may be quite complicated. Within the modeling process, the
properties presented in this paper should also be respected. That is why an assistance tool implementing all
the steps from specification to verification is developed using Java (with Jbuilder 9) [14]. Fig 13 represents
the main user interfaces of the tool.
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Figure 13. User interface of the design aided tool.

The application of this method to a MoC of a robot taken as an illustration example is presented in the
following paragraph. The notation proposed in [8] is used for representing the states, the modes and the
families of modes.

4. Illustration
Consider a loading/unloading robot of a flexible manufacturing cell (Fig. 14) to illustrate our approach. The
MoC of this example is represented in Fig. 15. It has two families of modes: the Production family and the
Maintenance family; only the first family is represented. It includes four modes, the Shutdown mode (PS),
the Working mode (PW), the Production mode (PP) and the Functioning mode (PF). Let us take the
Functioning mode example that has three states: the meaningless state (PF-m), the normal state (PF-n) and
the out of order state (PF-o).
M1

M2

R : loading robot
M : machining resources

Robot
OUTPUT

INPUT

Figure 14. Illustration example.

Model of Component_Robot
Production

Maintenance
Working

Shutdown
PS-i

ai/mns,fns,pns

PW-m
ans and
not PW-m
and not PF-m
and not PP-m

PS-m

prod and
not PW-m/ans

PW-a

Ma/ans

Production

PP-m

mns and
not PS - m
/fns,pns

@Component/
Maintenance

Functionning
pns and
not PS-m

PP-e

prod and
not PW-m
/ans

PF-m

fns and not
PW-m/pns

PF-n

fns and
not PS-m

PF-o

repare and not PW-m
and not PP-m
def and not PW-m
and not PP-m/ans

Figure 15. The production family modes of the MoC_Robot.
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Taken the modes separately, only the verifications made for PF mode are presented. The other modes of
MoC are verified in the same manner. We present then the verifications related to the modes belonging to
the same family.
-

The incidence matrix associated with PF mode is given in the table below:
Table 4. PF mode incidence matrix

-

States

PF-m

PF-n

PF-o

PF-m
PF-n
PF-o

0
1
1

1
0
1

0
1
0

Let us calculate the out-degrees and the in-degrees of all the states:
For the out-degrees, we find: d+(PF-m)=1, d+(PF-n)=2, d+(PF-o)=2.
For the in-degrees, we find: d (PF-m)= 2, d (PF-n)=2, d (PF-o)=1.

-

The transitive closure matrix of the graph is obtained using the binomial theorem [2]:

We calculate [I+M][2] and [I+M][4] and we stop because [I+M][4] = [I+M][2] = matrix with ones (1)
everywhere. We obtain:
1 1 1
M̂ = I + M + M[2] = [I + M][2] = 1 1 1
1 1 1



-

The incidence matrix of PF mode is completed with the change-of-state conditions, we obtain the
following matrix:
Table 5. Change-of-state conditions of PF mode

States

-

PF-m

PF-n

PF-m
PF-n

0
fns and not PW-m

prod and not PW-m/ans
0

PF-o

fns and not PS-m

repare and not PW-m and not
PP-m/ans

PF-o
0
def and not PW-m
and not PP-m/ans
0

Table 8 represents the MCM of the MoC_Robot, which we use to verify property 4. Properties 5 and 6
use the incidence matrices completed with change-of-state conditions.

For PF mode, properties 1, 2.1 and 2.2 are proved according to the previous calculations: the out-degrees as
well as the in-degrees are not null. Moreover, all the elements of the transitive closure matrix are equal to 1.
Property 3 is proved because if there is more than one change-of-state condition in the line corresponding
to any state, they are never simultaneously true. For example, the transitions that start from PF-o, have the
change-of-state conditions ‘fns and not PS-m’ and ‘repare and not PW-m and not PP-ms’ that are not true
at the same time because the events ‘fns’ and ‘repare’ are not correlated.
Property 4 is proved because for two distinct modes, the line corresponding to each top does not contain
only zeros.

According to MCM (Table 8) the MoC of the robot has 12 incompatible state pairs. The designer gives
specification solutions (to forbid and/or to switch). Let us take an example; the incompatible states pair
(PW-m, PP-e). To respect this incompatibility in the specifications, the designer chooses both forbidding
(see the change-of-state condition between PP-m and PP-e: ‘prod and not PW-m/ans’) and switching (see
the change-of-state condition between PW-a and PW-m: ‘mns and not PS-m/fns, pns’) mechanisms.
For PW mode, property 5 is proved because if PW-m is active the condition ‘prod and not PW-m/ans’
which allows PP-e activation in PP mode is invalid. PP-e is unreachable as long as PW-m is active because
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it is conditioned by ‘not PW-m’.
Table 6. Change-of-state conditions of PP mode

States

PP-m

PP-e

PP-m
PP-e

0
pns and not PS-m

prod and not PW-m/ans
0

For PP mode, property 6 is proved because if PP-e is active, the condition ‘mns and not PS-m/fns,pns’
which allows PW-m activation in PW mode causes instantaneously PP-e switching to PP-m (Table 6). So,
if the condition, which enables PW-m activation, is true, the one that switches PP-e (i.e. ‘pns and not
PS-m’) to PP-m is also true. PP-m is compatible with PW-m. PW-m and PP-e are called transient states.
Table 7. Change-of-state conditions of PW mode

States

PW-m

PW-a

PW-m
PW-a

0
mns and not PS-m/fns, pns

Ma/ans
0

Thus, all the properties are proved for the production modes family of the MoC_Robot. Note that if one of
the properties is not proved it is necessary to reconsider the specification stage as needed.

5. Conclusion
For safety requirements of APS mode handling, the models must be provided with adequate verification
methods and tools. In this paper, we extend the modeling approach proposed in [8] by introducing adequate
verification methods. We proposed some properties for the specification of the MoC and the MoF as well as
the corresponding verification methods so that the design process will be carried out correctly. The
properties are independent of the context and should be respected whatever the modeled system is. The
approach is based on graph theory. We illustrated it through an example of a loading/unloading robot. A
computer aided tool was developed to help the designer for the specification and the verification of the
models dedicated to mode handling.
This study will be continued to verify other properties within the design process. The verification approach
can be extended to deal with the model representing the behavior of the APS.
Table 8. MCM of the Production Family of MoC_Robot
Modes

S

States
PS-m
PS-i

W

PW-m
PW-a

F
P

S
PS-m
1

W
PS-i

PW-m

PW-a

0
1

0
1

1
1

1

0
1

PF-m
PF-n
PF-o
PP-m
PP-e
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F
PF-n

PF-o

0
1

1
0

1
0

0
1

1
0

1
1

0
1

0
1

1
1

0
1

1

0
1

0
0
1

1
0
0

0
1
1

1

0
1

PF-m

P
PP-m

PP-e
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